
You Will Need:
Ultimate & scoring tool
A4 sheet of lime patterned card
A4 sheet of chocolate double sided 
pearl card
‘Cinnamon’ Stickles glitter glue
Double sided tape
Craft knife
Metal edged ruler
Gold border & greeting peel offs
Small piece of green card
Ribbon 
Self adhesive gem embellishments
Clear nylon beading thread
Hole punch

This simple adaptation on a basic 
popout gives a stunning and

elaborate effect. By combining the 
simple instructions for a popout 

card with one of the new decorative 
embossing shapes from inside the 
board, doubled up on both the front 
and the inside of this card, you can 
create an unusual finish which is 

great for wedding cards, Holy
Communion, Christenings and more.

Stage 1
Start by cutting out an A5 sized piece of the lime 
& chocolate card. Place the short edge of the card 
against the butt bar of the card scoring part of the 
Ultimate and score the chocolate card on the A5 
half fold line. Score the lime pattern card on the A5         
half- fold line, also score the A5 gatefold line. Flip the 
card and score the gatefold line from the other end, so 
that this piece of card is scored equally into quarters. 
Crease the scored lines in a ‘W’ shape with the pattern 
facing up. 
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Stage 2
Place the central fold of the lime card face down 
over the arch shaped embossing shapes. Line up the 
smaller arch so that it is central and score the shape.

Stage 3
With a craft knife and a cutting mat, cut out the shape.

Stage 4
Edge the aperture with the cinnamon coloured glitter 
glue and set aside to dry.

Stage 5
To make the doorway design for the card front, take the 
remaining A5 sized piece of chocolate coloured card 
and cut an A6 sized piece to fit over the front of the 
card that you have already scored. Place this over the 
same arch embossing line and score the shape in the 
centre of the piece of card.



With a metal edged ruler and a craft knife, cut a line 
down the centre of the archway shape and also cut 
a straight line along the bottom edge. Carefully cut 
around the curve of the archway to form a pair of 
opening doors. Crease the doors back and stick this 
over the front of the pre-scored card blank, applying a 
piece of the lime patterned card behind the aperture. 
Edge the frame with gold border peel offs.

Stick the pop out section of the card into the outside 
piece by placing strips of double-sided tape to the 
outer two edges of the patterned piece. 

Stage 8
One side at a time, remove the backing from the tape 
and stick the patterned section on the inside of the 
chocolate card, lining the outer edges up.

Stage 9
Emboss and cut out three hearts from the shape 
found next to the Enveloper feature of the Ultimate. 
Make one in the plain green card and two in the lime 
patterned card. Add peel off borders to all three and a 
greeting to the plain one.
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Stage 7

Stage 6



Make two chocolate coloured bows by placing two of 
the pegs from inside the Ultimate in the holes located 
on the side of the Enveloper section. Use two holes 
fairly close together to form a small bow. Wrap the 
ribbon around the two pegs, cross over at the front, 
feed one end around the overlapped section and tie a 
knot. Trim the ends and make a second to match.
Take a length of clear beading thread and sandwich it, 
sticking them together with double sided tape. Add one 
of your bows to each heart

Finish off the card with some self- adhesive gem 
embellishments both inside and out and hang the 
heart inside the aperture with some sticky tape.
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Stage 11

Stage 10
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